Introduction

29
Decoding the fundamental mechanisms underlying large-scale brain integration is widespread until the early 20th century [21] . A common basis of both viewpoints 84 is the hypothesis that every mental state is connected to a physical brain state.
85
This hypothesis is known as a neural correlate [22] . The functional specialization 86 approach has triggered considerable contributions to neuroscience. Nevertheless, 87 it faces serious limitations, mainly when employed to investigate high-level cog-88 nitive functions. On the other hand, the complex system approach has been very 89 promising for such investigations. In short, the focus from the first to the latter 90 approach has been shifted from where the function takes place to how the function 91 takes place in the brain [23] .
92
The popularization of the idea of the brain as a complex dynamical system was The DW-MRI figure and its artistic reconstruction is a reproduction of reference [25] . The brain images and network were created with the help of BrainNet Viewer [26] . The data for the anatomical connectivity probability from reference [27] .
Graph theory and brain connectivity maps
methods [29] . Due to this fact, it cannot be used to create a large dataset of the The procedure of DW-MRI leads to an unexpected result. In order to quantify 125 the probability, with which two brain regions of interest are structurally con- and inter-hemispheric connections exhibit qualitatively the same shape and that 133 the fiber lengths stretch to larger values. As it will be explained in detail in sec- of loss of consciousness, the functional activity is tied to anatomical connectivity.
218
Their study is in agreement with hypotheses made in previous theoretical works 219 [5, 60] . Functional networks in resting states where the subject is awake are char-
220
acterized by long-range synchronicity and high variability of patterns. 
where K is a global coupling strength. The parameter ω i denotes the natural 278 frequency of the i-th oscillator drawn from a given distribution. For reviews on the 
281
In order to analyze the amount of synchrony in the network, the global order 282 parameter, which is given by the center of mass of phase variables of each node 283 distributed on the unit circle, has proven to be very insightful:
where · N denotes the average over all nodes in the network. that is, when they are highly desynchronized. In the opposite case, when most of 291 oscillators have close phase variables, one obtains the limit R(t) −→ 1.
292
In general, the number of phase variables that become locked and synchro- be seen as a mean-field approach, that is, the simplest case of isotropic interaction.
299
To study neuro-biological systems, it is necessary to consider inhomogeneities 300 of the coupling topology connected to a variety of different complex networks.
301
In addition, one can investigate the influence of time delay in the coupling term.
302
Then, equation (1) can be extended as follows
where the coupling strength is denoted by C. Now, structural inhomogeneities can We use this approach to derive the coupling topology for our simulations as our by the Jaccard coefficient
where |N i | denotes the number of neighbors of node i, that is, its degree. In words,
391
J ij is the relative size of the intersection between the two node sets with respect to account for finite signal transmission velocities along the neural connections.
409
The highest Pearson correlation is found in the range of plausible transmission and functional brain connectivity.
451
The experimental fMRI data sets used in this paper are available from the 1000
452
Functional Connectome Project website (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/). 
